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Abstract: There are above 60 million first language speakers of Urdu and above 104 million second language
speakers. Lot of knowledge on the internet available/useful to these speakers of Urdu is in English. The contrast
in typology of both languages is interesting to study for Statistical Machine Translation. However, there is
almost no parallel aligned data available freely for the selected language pair (English-Urdu). In this paper we
discuss the issues of corpus alignment and share the results of baseline system prepared using Moses Decoder
and other supporting tools.
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INTRODUCTION Literature Review: The translation system used for the

The framework of this task is well-known. The phrase the WMT11 shared tasks [3] describe the three tasks: first
alignment is computed using the word-to-word alignment one is translation task, second one is system combination
from the aligned sentences of the two languages [1]. task and last one is machine translation evaluation metric
Phrase-based Statistical Machine Translation is used task. 148 machine translation systems and 41 combined
through the open source application Moses [2] and systems were manually evaluated. They experimented to
follows the procedure described in their manual. So the determine the correlation between automatic metric and
framework or the software components used in this human judgment. They have also mentioned the
experiment are not detailed in this paper. However, there complexities of Urdu language.
were  some  findings about improvement or replacement Morphology of Urdu is so rich that not only the
of some stages to fit the language requirements. These nouns and verbs, but also the adjectives, postpositions
aspects have been registered through this paper so that and particles also inflect [4]. The number, gender, honor
the research community may join hands to extend the and case, all these features participate in inflection of Verb
powers of the open source tool Moses. Phrase (VP) during the agreement with corresponding

The languages selected for this experiment are: Noun Phrase (NP) [1]. The natural direction of Urdu text
English as a source; and Urdu as a target. Callison-Burch is right-to-left, however, some elements e.g. digits in
et al. [3] have also described this pair to be challenging numerals are joined in left-to-right direction. It is said to
due to typological distance between the two. The be a free word order language; yet, the arrangement of
importance of English being source is supported by the phrases in a sentence is more fluid than the arrangement
vast range of information and knowledge available on the of words in a phrase [1]. This feature may significantly
internet; and the conversion of such a huge resource into affect the value of distortion parameter.
a language readable for Millions of people who cannot There are several syntactic complexities as well in
effectively understand English but Urdu advocates the Urdu. In literature [5] Urdu language complexity is
selection of Urdu as target. addressed  by discussing the Lexical Functional Grammar

purpose of our experiments is Moses [2]. The results of
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(LFG) structure of Urdu Noun Phrase. In LFG it can be Manual Alignment: Alignment of sentences was mostly
seen that a noun phrase can have a noun, pronoun, performed manually, because there was no existing
adjectival phrase, numeral phrase (quantifier, cardinal, algorithm to align the sentence of English and Urdu. Some
ordinals, multiplicative, fractions etc.) and modifying attempt in this direction resulted in a tool that serves the
particles. Using LFG the number, gender, honor and case purpose of an alignment assistant, but cannot do it fully
agreements are taken into consideration. In the literature algorithmically due to typological distance between both
[6] Part of Speech (POS) assignment of single Urdu word languages.
’kaa’ is discussed. LFG of word ’kaa’ shows that Gender,
Number and Respect agreement. ’kaa’ can be treated as Alignment Assistant: This tool provides the facility of
genitive case marker (gen_cm), postposition (p) and case parallel view and quick ways of joining two sentences or
marker (cm). These readings gives the understanding of breaking a sentence into two [8]. It also has a look ahead
how to develop a syntax-based SMT for this language facility that helps the human to adjust the current
pair, but is not studied in the experiments of current work. alignment more appropriately.

Karamat et al. [7] have described different approach
in English to Urdu machine translation by separating Certain Other Tools: At the end of the above mentioned
syntactic and morphological processes and shows effort of alignment, there was the need of separating
improved  results.  Ali  et al.  [8]   describes  the issues punctuations from words and removing any unwanted
(e.g. Sentence Alignment issue, Punctuation and other symbols. Thus, a set of small applications were developed
issue and translation related issues) regarding to achieve such tasks.
development of parallel corpus development for English There were instances when smaller phrase on one
to Urdu text for Statistical Machine translation system. side corresponds to a full sentence (or a clause) on the

Data Preparation: Translation of ahadeeth (originally in translation unit (sentence). Thus aligned sentences were
Arabic) is easily available in English and Urdu, from used in this experiment. Issues related to availability of
several sources on net and in form of CDs in the market. parallel data, alignment of sentences, adjustment of
Text from two most popular collections, Sahih Bukhari and punctuations and bullets and the translation differences
Sahih Muslim, is used in this study. There are 7,275 due to morphological richness (e.g. honor) have been
ahadeeth in Sahih Bukhari and 7,190 ahadeeth in Sahih described in the literature [8].
Muslim. The translations of these ahadeeth are already
aligned at hadeeth level. However, at sentence-level, MATERIALS AND METHODS
usually  more  sentences are found on English side.
Parallel text on Urdu side is found to be written in form of After  normalizing  the  sentence   size   of   at  most
more clauses in a single sentence, thus increasing average 80  words,  there  were  20173  (TrainSet)  sentence  pairs
sentence length and decreasing sentence count. It was for training, 5059 (DevSet) for tuning and 1590 (TestSet)
decided to use the count of English side as yardstick for for testing. Overall, there are 14386 punctuations,
overall count of parallel sentences. It saved from a numerals and other symbols. Other than these tokens
physical  sentence  having more logical sentences in it. there are 500618 words on Urdu side and 384218 words on
The corresponding clause of Urdu side is taken as parallel English side.
of  each  English   sentence,   with   slight  adjustment Urdu does not have the letter case distinctions like
(only when direly needed) to fix any constructions, which English. Urdu has different shapes of letters depending
seemed incomplete as a sentence. Several tools and on the context, but this is not sensitive to Proper Nouns
manual effort involved in the preparation of finally usable or start of sentence. These are related to correct shape of
parallel corpus is outlined below: the ligature. Usually, the final shape of a letter is needed

Normalization Utility: There are several letters used in the middle of a word. In such cases ZWNJ (Zero-width
Urdu IT community that give same visible shape, but have non-joiner) is used to bring the correct shape. The
distinct Unicode. So the first step of normalization was to phenomenon of recognizing the words in an Urdu
replace/clean such Unicode anomalies from data. sentence  is termed as word-segmentation or tokenization.

other side; such correspondences were taken as a parallel

only at the end of a word, but sometimes it is needed in
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Misbah and Hussain [9], Durrani and Hussain [10] The last table (Table 3.6) shows some examples of
described the issues and techniques in development of incorrect translations after training-only and even after
Urdu tokenizer and report good results. However, this job the tuning (they remained incorrect/unacceptable). These
of tokenization is observed manually in the current study. are main candidates of further investigation and

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION system.

The model is trained on TrainSet using Moses Conclusion and Future Work: There are certain words in
translation setup with language modeling toolkit IRSTLM. the generated translations which are not at all converted
Decoding of this model on TestSet gives the BLEU score to target, which can be caused by one of the two reasons:
of 32.11. Then tuning the above model using DevSet a) they are new in the TestSet and never occurred in the
gives a tuned model. Applying this tuned model on the TrainSet, therefore they could not be translated being
same TestSet gives the BLEU score of 37.10. OOV, b) they are present in the TrainSet but with such a

Ali [8] has published that total 6000 parallel low ratio in contrast to their other competing phrases thus
sentences were used, out of which around 80% sentences remained unselected. To eliminate the first reason
were used for training, 15% were used for tuning and 5% mentioned above, the same model (trained on the
were used for testing. Reported average BLUE score TrainSet) is used to decode the TrainSet itself, which is
before and after tuning were 8.39 and 9.035 respectively. described in the next section.
Our results are much more encouraging as we got Bleu This experiment is only on the surface forms of the
score of 32.11 after training and 37.10 after tuning. One words on both sides. One may experiment with the use of
obvious reason for this significant improvement is linguistic resources to investigate further improvement.
increase in parallel corpus. Urdu has rich morphology. Urdu verb has around 40

All of the following tables given in this subsection forms, in general, as compared to few forms of English
contain four columns each: first column contains the verbs, which gives intuition of using ripping morphemes
sentence number in the TestSet, second is the source on Urdu side to expect improvement in accuracies. This
sentence, third is the reference translation (gold), fourth can be tries with tradition SMT and with the composite
contains the decoded translation after training-only and SMT.
the last one (fifth column) is the translation generated There are  some   suggestions   about   the  moses
after tuning (MERT). tools  and   components   in   the   line   of  improvement

First  table  (Table  3.1)  shows   those  examples for Urdu being a source or target language in the SMT
which are translated correctly in both decoding schemes. pair.
It  is  a  sample  of  such output sentences which are
correct after only training and remained correct even after Following are the findings:
tuning.

Second one is the table (Table 3.2) that demonstrates There is no concept of upper/lower case in Urdu,
those translations which are acceptable (though not hence, the "train-recaser" and "truecase" have no
exactly  same)  as  compared  to  the  reference sentences. relevance. Instead there is a need of word-
It is a sample of such sentences which are acceptable with segmentation or tokenization tool to be incorporated
and without tuning, when evaluated by a human. in the list of moses components. It will be useful for

Third table (Table 3.3) shows those examples which all the Arabic based scripts.
turned out to be good (same as compared to the reference We faced some issues related to phrase table
sentences) after tuning; they were not acceptable after extraction, which turned out to be due to the
training-only. incomplete installation of certain pre-requisite

In the fourth table (Table 3.4) there are a few of such until the incomplete execution of "mert-moses". It
cases which were translated better in the training-only was traced back that phrase table generated during
phase as compared to their results after tuning. the training is empty, but since the moses.ini was

Table 3.5 shows those interesting cases which are created successfully so it could not be noticed easily.
even better than the reference translation when evaluated The inappropriate generation of phrase table was not
by a human. indicated properly.

experimentation for improving overall accuracy of the

libraries. But, this problem was not detected at all
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Table 3.1: GOOD (BOTH):

Table 3.2: GOOD (BOTH, with acceptable difference):

Table 3.3: GOOD (after TUNING):

Table 3.4: GOOD (before TUNING):
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Table 3.5: Translation EVEN BETTER THAN REFERENCE:

Table 3.6: UNACCEPTABLE translations:
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